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ON THE FIXED POINT INDICES

AND NIELSEN NUMBERS OF FIBER MAPS ON JIANG SPACES

BY

JINGYAL PAK

ABSTRACT.   Let   T = {E, P, b) be a locally trivial fiber space, where

E, B and P~ (b) for each b e B are compact, connected ANR's (absolute neigh-

borhood retracts).   If / : E —► E is a fiber (preserving) map then / induces /':

B —► B and fh: P~X(b) —» P~X(b) for each ft e B such that Pf = f'P.
_ i

If E, B and P     (6) for each 66S satisfy the Jiang condition then N(f) •

P(T, f) = N(f) • N(fb), and 1(f) = <(/')  • i(fb) • P(T, f) for each b G B.

If, in addition, the inclusion map i: P    (b) —► E induces a monomor-

phism i#: nx(P~ (b)) —► nx(E) and /' induces a fixed point free homomor-

phism f'#: 7Tj(B) -» vx(B), then JV(/) = N(f') • N(fb) and /(/) = 1(f) ■ i(fb)

for each b S B.

Asan application, we prove: Let T = {E, P, CP(n)) be a principal torus

bundle over an «-dimensional complex projective space CP(n).  If /: E —► E is a

fiber map such that for some b e CP(n), fb: P~ (ft) —► P~ (ft) is homotopic to

a fixed point free map, then there exists a map g: E —► E homotopic to /and

fixed point free.

1. Introduction.  In the study of fixed point theorems of a continuous map

f:X —> X, where X is a compact, connected ANR (absolute neighborhood re-

tract), there are a number of interesting numbers that are associated with /.  In

particular we are interested in the Lefschetz number L(f), the Nielsen number

N(f), and the fixed point index i(F) for the fixed point class F of f. In many

cases the Nielsen number is more useful than the Lefschetz number. For example,

if X is a manifold M", n > 3, and /: X —*■ X is such that N(f) = 0, then there

is a map g: X —► X homotopic to /and fixed point free, while L(f) = 0 does

not give any information. The trouble with the Nielsen number is that it is rather

hard to compute.  In 1964, Jiang [11] made Nielsen numbers substantially easier

to compute in certain cases. Then R. Brown [3], [4], [5] extensively studied

the product theorem of Nielsen numbers for fiber (preserving) maps/: E —► E,

where E is the total space of a fiber space T = {E, P, B) in order to find a way

to compute Nielsen numbers.
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The purpose of this paper is to introduce some new product theorems for

Nielsen numbers and the fixed point indices for fiber maps.

In §2 we give definitions and known results for the convenience of readers.

In §3 we give algebraic preliminaries which deal with the Reidemeister num-

ber of a homomorphism ft from a group G into itself.

§4 contains our major results, Theorems 4 and 7:

Theorem 4. Let T = {E, P, B] be a fiber space and f: E —+ E be a fiber

map.  If E, B and P~x(b) for each ft EB satisfy the Jiang condition, then N(f) •

?(T, f) = xV(/') • N(fb) and i(f) = /(/') • i(fb) • ?(T,f)for each ft G B.

(See §4 for the definition of P(T, /).)

Thus P(T, f) plays the role of an obstruction to the product theorem.

That is, it is only if P(T, f) = 1 that we have N(f) = N(f) ■ N(fb) and i(f)

= /(/') -/(/a) for each ft G 5.

Theorem 7. If E, B and P~x (ft) satisfy the Jiang condition, i: P~x(b)-+

E induces the monomorphism i#: TTx(P~x(b)) —► ttx(E), and iff#: ttx(B) —►

7Tj(F) is a fixed point free, then P(T, f) = 1 and we have N(f) = N(f')N(fb)

and i(f) = /(/') • i(fb) for each bEB.

This theorem and its corollary generalize Brown and Fadell's theorem [3],

[5] if the spaces involved satisfy the Jiang condition.

In the last section we study more concrete situations. We study fixed point

properties of fiber maps for T = {F, P, CP(n)}, where P~x(b) — Tk for each

b E CP(n).  Some applications are given toward the end. In particular, the follow-

ing corollary is proved.

Let T = {F, P, CP(n)} be a principal torus bundle over the «-dimensional

complex projective space CP(n). If/: F —> E is a fiber map such that for some

ft G CP(n),fb: P~x(b) —► P~x(b) is homotopic to a fixed point free map, then

there exists a map g : E —* E which is homotopic to / and fixed point free.

This paper is self-contained, but for more information on notations and

terminology, readers are referred to [2], [3] and [7].

Throughout this paper we assume aU spaces are compact, connected ANR's

and each fiber space T = {F, P, B] is orientable and locally trivial. Also we

assume f.E-^-E such that L(f) i= 0, unless otherwise stated, even though num-

bers of theorems and corollaries are true without this condition.

Finally, I am grateful to Professor R. F. Brown for his comments and en-

couragement.  Also, we would like to thank the referee for his nice suggestions.

2.  Definitions and known results.  Let /: X —*■ X be a continuous map.

Denote the set of all x G X such that f(x) = x by $(/). Two points x, y E <&(/)
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are said to be equivalent if there is a path C: / —*■ X such that C(0) = x, C(l) =

y, and C is homotopic to f(C) such that x and y are fixed throughout the homo-

topy. This relation is an equivalence relation which divides $(/) into equivalence

classes Fx.FH. For each / = 1, . . . , n, there is an open set U¡ in X such

that Ff C Uj and cl(Uf) n$(/) = F¡, where "cl" denotes closure. Define the

fixed point index i'(Fy) of the fixed point class F¡ by i(Ff) = i(X, f, U¡).

A fixed point class F is said to be essential if i(F) =£ 0 and inessential if

i(F) = 0. The Nielsen number N(f) of the map /is defined to be the number of

fixed point classes of/that are essential.

Let Map(Z, X) be the space of all continuous maps from X into X with

the compact open topology.  For a fixed base point x0 G X, the evaluation map

E defined by Ef = /(x0) for every /: X —► X maps (Mapi^f, X), id) —► (X, xQ)

and induces the homomorphism E# : Tix(M.ap(X, X), id) —► nx(X, x0).  Denote

the image of E# by T(X) C irx(X, x0).  If E# is onto then we say that the space

X satisfies the Jiang condition and call X a Jiang space.

If AT satisfies the Jiang condition then the fundamental group nx(X) is

abelian, and for any continuous map /: X —> X the fixed point indices ¿(F) are

the same for every fixed point class F, of /.  If we denote this number by /(/)

then it is known that L(f) = i(f)N(f)  [11]. It is well known that any //-space,

lens space, or quotient space of a topological group with respect to a connected

compact Lie group satisfies the Jiang condition.

In an effort to devise a method of computing the Nielsen number, R. Brown

[3] studied the fiber maps.   Let us recall some definitions from [3] and [14].

Let T = {E, P, B) be a locally trivial fiber space, and £2   = {(e, to) G E x

BI\P(e) = co(0)}. Define P': E1 —► S2p by P'(a) = (a(0), P(a)). A map X: £2p

—* E1 is called a lifting if the composition P'X: Í2   —> £2   is the identity map.

A lifting function X is said to be regular if to G B1 a constant path implies

that X(e, to) is a constant path.  It is known that a fiber space T = [E, P, B) po-

sesses a regular Ufting function if B is metric.

Let f:E —► E be a fiber (-preserving) map and \ be the lifting for T.  For

b G B a pathwise connected space, define maps fb: P~x(b) —► P~x(b) as follows.

Let co G B1 such that to(0) = f'(b) and to(l) = b, then for e G P~x(b), fb(e) =

\f(e), w) (1). Thus any fiber map f:E —> E induces /': B —> B and fb:

P~x(b) —>P~x(b) for each bGB such that Pf = f'P, that is the following dia-

gram commutes:

/
E-+-+E

lp, 1'
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Let T = {F, P, B] be a fiber space with lifting function X and choose ft G

B.   A loop co GB1, such that co(0) = w(l) = 6, induces a map ¿3: P~x(b) —►

F_1(ft) by ¿3(e) = X(e, co)(l).  The fiber space T is said to be orientable if the

induced homomorphism ¿3*: H*(P~x(b), Z) —* H*(P~x(b), Z) is the identity

homomorphism for every loop co based at ft. If T is orientable then it is known

that L(f) = L(f') • L(fb) for each ft G F  [4], [8], [12].  However, the similar

result for the Nielsen number does not hold in general. Nevertheless, R. Brown

and E. Fadell [3], [5] were able to show the following theorem:

Let T = {F, P, B) be a locally trivial fiber space with fiber F, where F, B

and F are connected finite polyhedra, and let /: F —► F be a fiber map.  If one

of the following conditions is satisfied:

(a) ttx(B) = tt2(B) = 0,

(b) TTX(F) = 0,

(c) T is trivial and either nx(B) = 0 or / = /' x fb,

then N(f) = N(f) • N(fb) for aU ft G B.

3.  /algebraic preliminaries.  Let G be a group and ft: G->Ga homomor-

phism.  Two elements a and ß of G axe «-equivalent if there exists y EG such that

a = yßh(y~x). The Reidemeister number F(ft) of ft is defined to be the cardi-

nality of the set of equivalence classes of G under ft-equivalence.

It is known that if G is an abelian group and ft: G —► G is a homomorphism,

then the ft-equivalence classes form a group equal to coker(l — ft).  Therefore,

R(h) = Ord(coker(l — ft)).  For more details on Reidemeister numbers, readers are

referred to [2].

Definition.  Given a commutative square

A^B

S = ip I *
A-^B

of abelian groups and homomorphisms, define P(S) to be the order of the quo-

tient group h~x(^(B))/TiA).

Remark.   At this point we would like to thank Professor R. F. Brown for

suggesting this definition and the notation P(S).

Lemma 1.   P(S) = Oxd(h~x(\¡j(B))/<p(A)) is equal to Ord(ker ft*), where

h#: A/tp(A) —* B/ip(B) is the map on the cokernels induced by ft: A —► B.

Lemma 2.   Let us assume that we have the following commutative diagram

of abelian groups,
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A->B-► C

<P <l>
h >5

to

■*C ->0

where the rows are exact.  Let S be the square

h *B

1-* 1-tf
h »5

induced by the above commutative diagram.   Then

R(t)?(S) = R(<p)-R(u).

Proof.   It is not so hard to see that the diagram in the hypothesis induces

the following commutative diagram

A^B^C- ->0

1 -* 1-*

h >B

1 -to

k
>C ->0

This diagram induces the following short exact sequence

0 —*■ coker(l - <p)/ker(h*) ̂ + coker(l - uV)'^* cokerQ - to) -+ 0,

where h # and k# are obvious homomorphisms induced by h and k on cokernels.

Thus the above short exact sequence gives /?(i//) = R(<p) • /?(to)/Ord(ker h#)

or R(\¡i) • ?(S) = R(<p) • R(co) by Lemma 1.

Remark.   Note that ker h* for

.   h

V

■*B

->5

and ker h# for
h

^B

1-* l-<|f

h ■*B

are not isomorphic in general.

Lemma 3.   In Lemma 2 if h is a monomorphism and oo is a fixed point free

homomorphism (i.e. ,0GC is the only element to fixes), then P(S ) = 1 and

RW) = R&) • R(u).
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Proof.   Since ft is a monomorphism we have the following commutative

diagram:

This commutative diagram induces the following exact sequence of the cokernels

of vertical maps:

ft*
0 —» ker(ft*) —► coker(l — <p)—*■ coker(l - i//)

(O k#
—► coker(l -co) —► 0.

On the other hand we define a homomorphism A: ker(l — co) —».coke^l - ip)

in the following way.

Let ß E ker(l — co).  Then since k is onto we have some e E B such that

k(e) = ß.   Then since k(l - i//)(e) = (1 - co)k(e) = (1 - co)(j3) = 0, there exists

y EA such that h(y) = (1 - \p)(e).  Define A(ß) = [7] G coker(l - <x>).  It is

easy to see that this is a well-defined homomorphism, and we have the following

exact sequence [10] :

A ft*
ker(l -co) —► coker(l - tx>) —► coker(l - \¡j)

(II) jfc#
—*■ coker(l -co) —*■ 0.

From I and II we can see that ker(ft*) will vanish if ker(l — co) = 0. ker(l — co)

= 0 if and only if (1 - co) is a monomorphism, that is, (1 - co)(j3) = 0 if and

only if ß = 0. This in turn says that co(|3) = ß if and only if ß = 0.  In other

words, 0 G C is the only element co fixes.

Thus we proved that if ft is a monomorphism and co: C —> C is fixed point

free, then ker(ft*) = 0 and P(S) = 1. Note that I and II become the same short

exact sequence. Now since R(\¡j) = Ord(coker(l — #)), we have R(\p) = F(tx?) •

F(co).

4.  The main results and some examples. We assume throughout this sec-

tion that we have /,(/) ¥= 0. There is, therefore, at least one essential fixed point

class of/. We choose, once and for all, a fixed point x0 of/which is in an essen-

tial fixed point class.  Denote ttx(X, x0) by ttx(X).

Define the Reidemeister number R(f) of/to be the Reidemeister number

of the induced homomorphism f#: ttx(X) —► ttx(X). Jiang's main result [11]

asserts that if X is a Jiang space then A(/) = R(f).

Let T = {F, P, B) be a locally trivial fiber space and assume F, B, and
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P~x (b) for each b GB, are path-connected and have abelian fundamental groups.

Thus we identify fundamental groups with their first integral homology groups,

which are base point free. Since T is locally trivial, we have a regular path lifting

X. Let /: E —> E be a fiber map; then the map fb: P~x(b) —► P~x(b) is de-

fined by fb(e) = X(f(e), to)(1) for eGP~x(b) where to is a path from f'(b) to b.

Let/if(e) = X(/(e), to)(r) for t G [0, 1] and eGP~x(b). Then {ht) de-

fines a homotopy from the composition P~x(b) G E —► E to the composition

P~x(b) —► P~x(b) C E, where i is the inclusion map.  Then

Hx(P-x(b))

/ft*

HX(E)

u
Hx(P~x(b))->HX(E)

commutes.  Also we have the commutative diagram

nx(p-\b), e0)

x-fr b#

■rrl(E, e0)

■nx(E, ex)

nx(P-l(b),e0)->nx(E,e0)

where we take eQ to be a fixed point of fb and/, without loss of generality, and

a: Trj(F, e0) —► ~nx(E, ef) to be a canonical isomorphism. Thus a~l(a-f#) =

(\-ot-xf#).

If T is an orientable fiber space then we can take tv to be an identity iso-

morphism.  Thus we have the following commutative diagram:

nl(P-\b))-£-+itx<E)

S = l-f &# !-/#

*t(P-\b))-»trx(E)

Readers are urged to compare this argument with that of [13, Lemma 1].

Define V(T,f) to be ?(S). It is not so hard to see that P(T,f) is inde-

pendent of the choice of b GB.

In the theorem of Brown and Fadell, if E, B and F satisfy the Jiang condi-

tion then we have L(f) = i(f)N(f), L(f')N(f) and L(fb) = i(fb) • N(fb)

for each b GB.  By replacing these numbers in L(f) = L(f') • L(fb) we get

i(f) N(f) = Kf')N(f')i(fb)N(fb).  Dividing this by N(f) = N(f') • N(fb) we
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get /'(/) = i'(/') ' i(/¿,)-  Unfortunately, this equality does not hold in general.

But this observation strongly suggests

Theorem 4.   Let T = {F, P, B} be a fiber space and f:E-+Ebea

fiber map.  If E, B and P~x(b) for each bEB satisfy the Jiang condition, then

N(f) • P(T, f) = N(f') ■ N(fb) and i(f) = /(/') • i(fb)P(J, f)foreach bEB.

Proof.   Any fiber map /: F —*■ E induces the following commutative diagram

whose rows are exact fiber homotopy sequences:

TT2(B) TTx(P-X(b))-^-*TTx(E)-^TTx(B)

l-/l b# 1-/* 1-/;

77,(5) 7r,(F-'(6)) TTX(E)

-►0

-+0
'JW '   Ï1V Vti '   "IV^X >7ri(7^)

Thus from Lemma 2 we have R(f) • P(T, f) = R(f') • R(fb) for each bEB.

Since F, B and P~x(b) axe Jiang spaces and L(f) ¥= 0, we have N(f) = R(f),

N(f') = R(f') and N(fb) = R(fb). Thus we have N(f) • P(T, /) = N(f') •

N(fb) for each ft G 5.

For the fixed point indices we have

i(f)N(f) = L(f) = L(f') • L(fb) = /(/') • i(fb) • N(f') • N(fb)

= Kf) • i(fb) • P(T,f)-N(f).

Thus /(/) = i(f') - i(fb) P(T, f) for each bEB.

Example 1.  Let us examine the example given in [5] in our context.

Let 51 J_ ?3_L S2 be the Hopf fibration.  If/: S3 —* 53 is a fiber map

then/induces the following commutative diagram:

7T2(S2) ->TTX(P-X(b))->0

o-/#)

0-> ir2(S2)

(!-/»#)

TTX(P-X(b))^0.

Let deg/'  = d and suppose cf =£ - 1 so that /' has a fixed point ft G S2.  Then

/ô also has degree ci, and N(/) = N(f') = 1 as long as d ¥= ± 1 since S2 and S3

are simply connected.

Thus

r^p-'m z
ker 1* =

(1 -fb#)ttx(F-xiP)) iX-W

Thus P(T, /) = 11 - d\     This shows that for \d\ > 3, ker 1* =£ 0, thus A(/) #

/V(/')- xV(/fc).
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Corollary 5. Let T = [E, P, B) be a fiber space, and let f:E—+Ebe

a fiber map. IfE, B and P~x(b) for some b GB satisfy the Jiang condition and

the fundamental group irx(P~x(b)) is trivial, then i(f) = i(f') • i(fb) and N(f)

= N(f).

As an application of Theorem 4 we consider the case where E = G is a com-

pact connected Lie group, H G G a closed connected subgroup, and B = G/H the

homogeneous space. CaU a map /: G —*■ G fiber preserving if f(xH) Gf(x)H

for all x G G.   Such a map induces a map /' : B —► B.   If / has a fixed point,

then f(x0H) Gx0H for some x0; let /0 be the restriction of / to xQH.  Let T =

{G, P, G/H).

Corollary 6.  ¿er G be a compact, connected Lie group, H a closed con-

nected subgroup and f: G --*■ G a fiber map such that L(f) =£ 0.  77ie/i

N(f) ?(T, f) = N(f) • N(f0) and /(/) = i(f') • i(/0) • P(T, /).

Definition.  Let T = {E, P, B) be a locally trivial fiber space. If the in-

clusion map i: P~x(b) —► E induces a monomorphism i# : i:x(P~lQ})) —> nx(E)

for each b GB, then T is said to be an injective fibering.

If the spaces involved satisfy the Jiang condition we have the following

theorem which has a nonempty intersection with the theorem of Brown and

Fadell mentioned in the introduction.

Theorem 7. ¿er T = {E, P, B)be an injective fibering and f:E—*Ea.

fiber map.  If the spaces E, B and P~x(b) for some b GB satisfy the Jiang con-

dition, and if' f'#: ttx(B) —■* nx(B) is fixed point free, then N(f) = N(f') •

N(fb) and i(f) = i(f') • i(fb) for each b G B.

Proof.   Since T is an injective fibering, f:E —► E induces the following

commutative diagram:

'#                P#
0-► Ttx(P-x(b)) -^^ irx(E)-► nx(B)-> 0

0-/ft#) o-/#) (»-/#)

0->• nx(P-x(b)) —^ irx(E) —=-»• ir,(B)-► 0

From Lemma 3 we have P(T, /) = 1 so Theorem 1 gives the desired result.

Corollary 8.   Let T = [E, P, B) be an injective fibering and f:E—*E

a fiber map. If the spaces E, B and P~x (b) for some b GB satisfy the Jiang

condition and ttx(B) = 0, then N(f) = N(fb) and i(f) = i(f') • i(fb) for each

bGB,

Remark.   In Example 1, nx(S2) = 0 but i: Sx —*■ S3 does not induce
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a monomorphism i'#: ttx(Sx) —► 7Tj(S3).

Example 2. Let {E, P, L2n + X(m)} be a principal circle bundle over a

(2« + l)-dimensional lens space.  It is known that F, L2n + X(m) and P~x(b) =

Sx satisfy the Jiang condition. Let /: F —*■ F be a fiber map. Then the homo-

topy exact sequence for the fiber space gives the following commutative diagram:

,    '#               P#
0-► ttx(Sx)-> ttx(E)-► ^(L2n + X(m))-► 0

o-4#)
l#

o -/#)
p#

(!-/#)

O-► TTX(S1)-> ttx(E)-> rrx(L2n + x(m))-► 0

Thus from Theorem 7 if 0 G irx(L2n + x(m)) — Zm is the only element f'# fixes,

then N(f) = xV(/') • xV(/6) and /(/) = if/') ■ l(fb\

This will happen if f'# maps a generator x to xr where (r, m) = 1 and

(r — 1, m) = 1. We would like to point out that if m is odd then it always has a

fixed point free automorphism.

5.  Applications.  In this section we investigate fixed point properties of

fiber maps on some particular manifolds.  At this point we would like to remind

readers that if the base space is simply connected then the fiber space is orientable.

Theorem 9.   Let T = {F, P, CP(n)} be a principal circle bundle over n-di-

mensional complex projective space CP(n), and let f: E —> F be a fiber map.   Then

i(f') divides i(f) and N(f) divides N(fb).

Proof.   T is classified by [CP(n), CP(°°)] °* H2(CP(n); Z)^Z.  We are

interested in topological classification of T. The two extreme cases are F = S2n+1

and F = CP(n) x Sx.     It is known that N(fb) = \L(fb)\ for each ft G

CP(n)  [2]. Thus we have i(fb) ±1.  If E = S2n + x then, since F and CP(n) are

simply connected, we have N(f) = 0 = N(f') or N(f) = 1 = N(f'). Thus

¡(f)N(f) - KfW') • i(fb)N(fb) becomes *(/) = ±i(f')N(fb) for each
6 G CP(n), and /(/') divides /(/).  If F = CP(n) x Sx then F satisfies the Jiang

condition and the result follows from the product theorem [3], [5].

For other cases, we have, for each i G Z, F =* L2n + X(\i\; 1,..., 1),

(2« + l)-dimensional lens space. Denote it by £(|i|) for short. This fact can be

proved easily from the same argument given in [14] for the case « = 1, that is

CP(1) = S2. It is known that any lens space satisfies the Jiang condition [2],

[11]. Thus we have i(f)N(f) = ± i(f')N(fb) for each ft G CP(n) since CP(n)

is simply connected. What we want to show now is that A^(/) divides N(fb) for

each ft G CP(n).

f:E —> E induces the following commutative diagram:
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l''l#
0- -* n2(CP(n))-MrjCS1)-► ".(¿(Ul))->0

(1 -/#)

0 - -► ir2(CP(n)) - -> 77,(5') - -> 7r1(¿(|/| ))-► 0,

where |i'|# is multiplication by |i|. Here we have n2(CP(n)) — Z, nx(Sx) — Z,

and 7rj(¿(|i|)) — Z,t\. Since all spaces involved are Jiang spaces we have that

N(f) = Ord(Coker(l -/#)) and N(fb) = Ord(Coker(l - fb#)) for each b G

CP(n) [2], [11].

If deg /' = d, then deg fb=d and N(fb)= 11 — d\. Now we have deg /

= d mod|i'|.  Let it be equal to k. Thus we have N(f) = (1 - k, \i\) [2].

Hence/(/) • (1 -*, \i\) = ± i(f')\l -d\. Since 1 - k = 1 - d mod|i|,we

conclude that (1 — k, \i\) divides 1 - d, that is, N(f) dividesN(fb). This also

proves that /(/') must divide /(/).

Corollary 10. Let (Sx, M") be a free action of a circle group on a simple

connected closed n-dimensional manifold M".  Let M* = M"/Sx be the orbit

space and f:M" —* M" be an orbit preserving map.   Then i(f) = ± i(f')N(fb)

for each b G M *.

Theorem 11. Let T - {E, P, CP(n)) be a principal torus Tk-bundle over

the n-dimensional complex projective space CP(n). Iff: E —► E is a fiber map,

then i(f)N(f\ = ± i(f')N(fb) for each bGB.

A proof of this theorem can be deduced from that of the next corollary

with the fact N(fb) = \L(fb)\ given in [1]. Note that N(f) = 0 if N(f') = 0;

also we would like to remind readers that if« is even then N(f') = 1 always in

Theorems 9 and 11.

Corollary 12.   Let T = {E, P, CP(n)} be a principal torus rfc-bundle

over CP(n).  If / : E —> E is a fiber map such that for some b G CP(n), fb :

P~x(b) —► P~x(b) is homotopic to a fixed point free map, then there exists a

map g: E —* E which is homotopic to / and fixed point free.

Proof. Let f'b be a fixed point free-map on P~l(b) which is homotopic to

some fb. Clearly L(fb) = 0 and since the Lefschetz number is invariant under

homotopy, L(fb) = 0. Now since this bundle is an orientable bundle we have

L(f) = L(f')-L(fb) and L(f) = 0.
If T is a trivial bundle then E = CP(n) x Tk and T(E) = irx(E) follows

trivially, L(f) = 0 implies N(f) = 0, and there exists a fixed point free map g:

E—► E homotopic to / (see [15]).

0-/5) o -/*#)
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For other extreme cases we have E = S2n + X x Tk~x [12]. Thus T(E) =

7Tj(F) and the result follows as in the trivial case.

Now we consider other general cases. We can consider F to be a total space

of a Tk~x bundle over the total space of the circle bundle over CP(n). The

total spaces of the circle bundles over CP(n) axe classified as in the proof of

Theorem 9. Let L(\i\) be one of them. It is known [12] that any total space

of a Tk~x-principal bundle over ¿(|i|) is given by L(d) x jk~x for some divisor

d of 111. Now

T(E) = T(L(d) x Tk~x) «* T(L(d)) ® T(Tk~x)

^ TTx(L(d)) ®   TTx(Tk-X) - TTx(L(d ) X  Tk~X).

The second and third isomorphisms follow from [9] and [11] respectively. Thus

F satisfies the Jiang condition and we have N(f) = 0 since L(f) = 0. Now

since F satisfies Wecken's condition [15], there is a fixed point free map: g:E—>

E homotopic to /.

Note.   If we proved Theorem 11 first then Corollary 12 follows immediately

from/(/)xV(/) = ±i(/')xV(/ö).

Theorem 13. Let T = {F, P, B} be a fiber space over an aspherical mani-

fold B with fiber Tk.  Furthermore, assume that ttx(E) and nx(B) are abelian

groups and f:E —> E is a fiber map.   Then i(f) = ± /(/')•

Proof.   Since T is a fiber space, where 7Tj(F) is abelian, over an aspherical

manifold B we can associate an effective fixed point free Tk action on F such

that E/Tk — B.   It is not so hard to see that F is also aspherical [6]. Now de-

fine«: Jfc—vFbyft(r) = rx,wherexGF. This map inducesh\: TTxiJk)^-TTx(E)

and which is known to be a monomorphism. That is, 77j(F) is at least as large as

irx(Tk). Now if 77!(F) is abelian then the Chern class Cx E H2(B;Z®--- ®Z)

vanishes and we obtain xV(/) = N(/') • N(fb) for each bEB from [3]. Now

since 77j(F) and ttx(B) axe abelian and F, B aspherical we have T(E) = 77j(F)

and T(B) = ttx(B) [2]. Thus i(f)N(f) = ±i(f")N(f) • N(fb) for each bEB

follows from [1], [4], [8] and [12]. Now if we divide this by N(f) =

N(f')N(fb) we get /(/) = ± /(/').

Remark.  Of course, this result follows more or less trivially from the re-

sults of [3] and [6], but for the sake of having some insight into the theorem

we gave a proof in full detaU.  Also note that this theorem follows directly from

Theorem 7 and aspherically of the spaces involved.
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